Aras Innovator 12.0 SP6
Enhancements and Fixed Issues

Enhancements in Aras Innovator 12.0 SP6
Access Control - MAC


Mandatory Access Control Policy functionality was enhanced to work with Derived
Attributes, which enables access restriction rules based on properties on sets of related
items instead of just on the accessed item and user. Consult the "Aras Innovator - MAC
Policies" documentation for more information.

Issues fixed in Aras Innovator 12.0 SP6
Issue #

Description

080515

The Issue related to incorrect behavior in the Tree Grid View with the display
of the Expand button ('+', '-') has been fixed. The Expand/Collapse button now
works correctly.

F-000601

The xClassification Tree ItemType view has been updated to conform to the
style of the new user interface.

F-000603

The Query Definition ItemType view has been updated to conform to the style
of the new user interface.

F-001717

When in split-screen mode, the vertical divider can now be moved to change
the relative sizing between the two parts of the screen.

F-001946

Introduced the ability to configure a Graph View to be opened from a sidebar
tab on an item.

I-001094

Updated main search grid context menu localization in German.

I-008044

Enterprise Search no longer displays date facets with zero counts.

I-010722

Text elements that are copied are now pasted correctly in TDF-enabled Items
in Internet Explorer.

I-012653

Fixed error that would allow The Clear Search Criteria button to delete
disabled criteria specified by an OnSearchDialog event in the modal search
dialog.

I-013199

The Find Tool in the Technical Documentation Framework now identifies text
from Search Operations within Item Property Document Elements.

I-013820

Pressing Ctrl+F now displays the Find Tool panel when focus is in Technical
Documentation Framework enabled Item editor in Chrome.
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I-013837

Corrected an issue in which the "Show All" link would disappear for the
"Current" facet in Enterprise Search if there was more than one option
available.

I-014053,
078624

Corrected an issue while using Chrome in which clicking the Print button in the
SSVC markup toolbar would result in a blank print dialog.

I-014190

Content within Item Properties is now rendered properly in published XML
content when publishing from the Technical Documentation Framework.

I-014697,
081700

The space character is now supported for defining new class names in the
"Classification" dialog.

I-014698,
079188

Using the [+] button from inside the Workflow Dialog to add an Activity
Assignment in an already-created Workflow Process now works correctly.

I-014699,
074565

Corrected an issue that could cause week number to calculate incorrectly in
date dialog.

I-014719,
057939

Fixed an issue where adding a search criteria via OnSearchDialog on a
property with data type 'Item', and then clearing the search criteria, resulted in
an error message.

I-014722,
060558

The user interface will disable editing of related items in the relationship grid if
the related item is is_current=0. This was previously possible in use cases
where the relationship behavior is "Fixed".

I-014727,
082702

Fixed an issue where clicking on a List hyperlink in the Property Data Source
column returned an error instead of opening the List.

I-014739

Pasting content, copied from MS Office documents, now adds the Text
properly without additional XML tags.

I-014875

Icons are displayed correctly on Graph View cards.

I-014949,
081637

Updated Enterprise Search to correct cases in which Search using wildcards
might not display all matching keywords.

I-015107

Fixed bug with search, where total results count was not refreshed when new
search criteria were applied and all items were shown on the first page.

I-015266

Discard Changes dialog no longer appears when attempting to close a TDFenabled Item after running search with the Find Tool.
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I-015277

Fixed an issue in which Enterprise Search could display fewer items then
expected after performing an Internal Reindex.

I-015441

Corrected an issue in which the Control Panel buttons would not display for an
Administrator in the Enterprise Search Internal Reindex option when using
either Firefox ESR 60 or 68.

I-015702,
I-014725,
078353,
081579

The “Permissions limited” warning is properly shown on search results, when
appropriate.

